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**Keynote** Siep Stuurman – European Identity and the Gendering of Progress

**Keynote** Dubravka Ugrešić - Women of Europe

**Keynote** Philomena Essed - Beyond Cultural Cloning: Reclaiming Care and Social Justice in Higher Education

****

Mariecke van den Berg - *The Margins of Religious and Secular Nationalism: Questioning Constructions of Gender and Sexuality in Western and Eastern Europe*

Kor Bosch - *Experiences of Companionship and Loneliness on the Pilgrimage to Rome in the ‘Book of Margery Kempe’*

Helleke van den Braber and Sophie Levie - *Marguerite Caetani, an American Patron in Europe*

Nella van den Brandt - *Claiming Space Outside Dominant Narratives: Feminist Strategies Based upon Freedom of Choice, Alternative God-Talk and Criticizing Structures of Authority*

Nina ter Laan - *Home-making Practices and Belonging among Dutch Female Muslim Converts in Morocco*

Saskia Bultman - *Sexuality Under Scrutiny: Measuring Pupils in the Dutch State Reformatory for Girls, 1905-1952*

Robyne Calvert - *Lady in Waiting, Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh and the Glasgow Style*

Myriam Chimènes - *Musique et légitimation des femmes de la haute société parisienne au tournant des 19e et 20e siècles*

Suzan van Dijk - *Representing Women Travelers/Travel Writers in the Dutch 19th-century Press*

Roald Dijkstra - *A Male and Female Mary? The Mother of Christ in the Verses of Juvencus and Proba*

Mark Empey - *Early modern women and their books: some preliminary results from library catalogues and book lists, c. 1550-1700*

Corry Gellatly and Charlotte Störmer - *Survival Benefits of Marriage for Men and Women in Nineteenth-century France*

Anna Geurts - *Have You Packed Your Man?*

Joke Hermes - *Demythologizing motherhood*

Vincent Hunink - *In the Dark of Prison: Female Views in Perpetua’s Passion*
Marlon Janssen and Timotheus Vermeulen - The Team - Gender Across Borders

Deborah Jermyn - ‘The most feminist show on television?’: Interrogating the Postfeminist Politics of The Fall

Ruben van Luijk - God, the Devil, and Feminism: The Remarkable Theology of Maria de Naglowska

Geertje Mak - Women in Anthropometry in the Dutch East Indies

Maria Mayerchyk and Olga Plakhotnik - Feminism and Nationalism, East and West in Ukraine: Theorizing the Maidan Events 2013-2014

Frank Mehring - Racial Blind Spots of Re-Education and Transnational Legacies of Afro-German Women

Birgit Meyer - ‘She was better than expected!’ Angela Merkel’s Road to Power: A Case of Frequent Underestimation

Marit Monteiro - Paradoxes of Public Presence: Anna Terruwe (1911-2004), Catholic Psychotherapist

Daniela Müller - Christian Tradition, ‘Heretic’ Perspectives, and Gender Relations

Rasa Navickaite - Importing Western Feminism to Post-Soviet Space: the Role of Diaspora Intellectuals in Building Women’s Studies in Lithuania in the early 1990’s

Johan Oosterman - Commissioned by Mary of Guelders: The Role of Noble Women in Book Design and Devotional Practices

Anneke Ribberink - The Right Woman at the Right Time and Place: Margaret Thatcher’s Road to Power

Celia Roberts - Scaling Puberty: J.M. Tanner and the Gendering of Sexual Development

Eva Rovers - Collecting an Identity: Helene Kröller-Müller, Vincent van Gogh and the reciprocity of fame

Mathilde Roza - ‘How to tell a true war story’: Women Reporters Covering World War II in Transnational Contexts

Katrine Smiet - FEMEN’s Neo-Colonial Feminism: Entanglements of the Post-Socialist, the Post-Colonial and Race
Sonja Stojmenska-Elzeser - A Tribute to the ‘Voiceless’ Women of Europe: Freud’s Sister by Goce Smilevski

Johanneke Uphoff - Owning and Bestowing: Book ownership and donation of religious manuscripts by lay women in the long fifteenth century

Markha Valenta - Our Girls in Syria: The Young Muslima as Innocent Abroad and Terror at Home

Evelien Walhout - Female Infanticide: Exploring the Evidence for the Netherlands

Claire Weeda - Non-naturals, Diet and Gender in the Late Middle Ages

Heleen Zorgdrager - ‘Who dares to take a breath?’ The Multidirectional Battle of Pussy Riot as Insiders/Outsiders to Orthodoxy, Russia, and the West

Nicola Zwingmann - Female lieux de mémoire